Affordances denote actions that can be performed in the presence of different objects, or possibility of action in an environment. In robotic systems, affordances and actions may suffer from poor semantic generalization capabilities due to the high amount of required hand-crafted specifications. To alleviate this issue, we propose a method to mine for object-action pairs in free text corpora, successively training and evaluating different prediction models of affordance based on word embeddings.
Introduction
The term "affordance" was introduced by the American psychologist Gibson (Greeno, 1994) to describe what an animal can do in a given environment. It has since then been extensively utilized, interpreted, and re-defined (see (Ç akmak Mehmet R. Dogar et al., 2007) for an overview) in fields such as robotics (Zech et al., 2017) , human-computer-interaction (Schneider and Valacich, 2011) or human-robot-interaction (HRI) (E. Horton et al., 2012) . Several interpretations for affordance exist in the literature, we use the term in a loose way to denote actions that can be performed with objects. As a simplified first approach we assume a one-to-many mapping G: Objects → Affordances. The object "door" may, for example, be used to perform the actions "open", "close", and "lock".
This paper presents how G may be learned from free-text corpora. The results show how it is possible to learn a generative model G that, given an object name, generates affordances according to a probability distribution that matches the used training data. Qualitatively results also indicate that the model manages to generalize, both to previously unseen objects and actions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II and III we give a brief literature review on affordances from different fields. The developed method is described in Section IV, and results from the evaluation are presented in Section V. The paper is finalized by conclusions in Section VI.
Affordances
When learned, the mapping G can be used in several ways in artificial systems, for example, by visually identifying objects in the environment or in the verbal dialogue with the user, suitable actions can be inferred by applying G to the observed objects. The objects and actions can then be used for shared planning or intent recognition (Bonchek-Dokow and Kaminka, 2014) , thus allowing closer cooperations with the user.
For example, the mapping G may be used in a robot to decide how it should act within a given context that affords certain actions. In HRI, a service robot may for example suggest its user to read a book after it being visually detected or mentioned. Affordances may also be useful for object disambiguation. When a robot is told to "pick it up!", the robot only has to consider objects that are "pickable" in the current scene (E. Horton et al., 2012) . Alternatively, affordances may be used to infer the human's intention, which may guide the robot's behavior (Bonchek-Dokow and Kaminka, 2014) . If a user expresses will of talking to his children, a robot may infer that the user want to call them, and suggest making a phone call. Inference of affordances may also be used to design robots that are understandable by humans, since mutually perceived affordances may contribute to explaining a robot's behavior (Hellström and Bensch, 2018) , and thereby increase interaction quality (Bensch et al., 2017) .
Classical planning require knowledge about the actions that are possible in a certain situation, i.e. its afforded actions. For simple scenarios, it could suffice to enumerate all objects in the current scene, to later score their affordances and finally select the most promising to activate.
Affordances can be organized in a hierarchy, thus exposing relations or subsumptions between actions (Antanas et al., 2017; Zech et al., 2017) . Assuming that a door affords the action open, it is clear that in order to be opened, several actions must be performed in a precise sequence (e.g. turn the handle, push the handle). Objects that offer the same grouped sequence of actions could then be represented as similar in a latent space.
Antanas et al. (Antanas et al., 2017) relate affordances to the symbol grounding problem. In the attempt of grounding the object door, we could say it is an object affording open, close, etc.: it is grounded over those actions. Further stress is also put on describing affordances as relations between objects and qualities of objects. A pear can be cut with a knife because it's soft, while a hard surface could instead be just scraped. The blade of the knife affords cut only if used in conjunction with soft enough objects. This relational hypothesis is supported by neuroscience studies showing how motor cortices are activated faster if a tool is presented together with another contextual object, rather than alone (Borghi et al., 2012) .
Depending on the desired level of abstraction, affordances can be represented on different levels (Zech et al., 2017) . We broadly distinct two categories, namely symbolic and sub-symbolic. In symbolic form, affordances are expressed through symbols, and every symbol enjoys certain relations with other symbols. This usually gives rise to the possibility of having a knowledge-base, containing entities such as affords(knife, cut, pear), and organizing them in a graph. Sub-symbolic encodings (such as through neural networks) are instead useful to obtain percepts (Persiani et al., 2018) . By clustering the perceptual/procedural space, we obtain entities (the centroids) that may or may not be utilizable as symbols, depending on the nature of the input space and subsequent calculations.
Inference of affordances from images (Zech et al., 2017) is an example of sub-symbolic approach. This is related to object recognition/segmentation, and corresponds to associating afforded actions to different visual regions of the object. Recognized affordance regions can be used for object categorization (Dag et al., 2010) . For example, in a kitchen environment objects having two graspable regions could be identified as pans or containers. This is especially useful for robotic manipulation tasks (Yamanobe et al., 2017) : a planner for a gripper must have knowledge about the geometric shape of the parts that can actually be grasped.
Ruggeri and Di Caro (Ruggeri and Caro, 2013) propose methodologies on how to build ontologies of affordances, also linking them to mental models and language. If we think at the phrase "The squirrel climbs the tree", we can create a mental image for it, imaging how it reaches the top. If an elephant climbs the tree instead, surely some semantic mismatch will soon arise. The mental model doesn't fit because the tree doesn't afford climbing to the elephant. The opposite might instead apply for scenarios like "Lifting a trunk".
Related work
Unsupervised extraction of object-action pairs from free text corpora has been a relevant point in recent Natural Language Processing (NLP) research. Differently from the other methods, corpora can be mined by different techniques with the goal of finding in an unsupervised manner relationships between objects, properties of objects and actions. Chao et al. (Chao et al., 2015) show how in NLP objects and actions can be connected through the introduction of a latent space. They argue that building such a space is equivalent to obtaining a co-occurrence table, referred to as the "affordance matrix". In their approach every objectaction word pair is scored through a similarity measure in the latent space, and only the pairs over a certain threshold are retained as signaling the presence of affordance. The affordance matrix, together with other automatically extracted properties and relations (altogether referred to as commonsense knowledge), such as expected location for objects, can be then used to build PKS (Planning with Knowledge and Sensing (Petrick and Bacchus, 2002)) planners (Petrick and Bacchus, 2002; Kaiser et al., 2014) .
In (Chen et al., 2019) , the authors map semantic frames to robot action frames using semantic role labeling, showing how a language model can yield the likelihood of possible arguments. Their proposed Language-Model-based Commonsense Reasoning (LMCR) will give as more probable an instruction such as "Pour the water in the glass." rather than "Pour the water in the plate.". The LMCR is trained over semantic frames by using mined knowledge about semantic roles and can be used to rank robot action frames by testing the different combinations of the available objects. When searching for an object where to pour water, the LMCR is used to rank the available objects.
Method
We trained a generative model for the one-to-many mapping G : Objects → Affordances using pairs of the type <object, action>. These pairs were generated by semantic role labeling of sentences from a selected corpus. Objects and actions were represented by wordvectors throughout the process, as is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The model allows to rank the different affordances for a given object name, as names of actions that can per performed on it. By employing a neural network model rather than a tabular model we investigate whether wordvectors encoding allows for the generalization the in mapping object-action.
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Corpus
As data source we used the Yahoo! Answers Manner Questions (YAMC) dataset 1 containing 142,627 ques-tions and corresponding answers. The corpus is a distillation of all questions gathered from the platform Yahoo! Answers during the year 2007. It is a small subset of all questions, selected for their linguistic properties such as good quality measured in terms of vocabulary and length. This specific corpus was selected due to the nature of its content. Our hypothesis is that being a collection of QA regarding daily living, the actions and objects being mentioned are more closely related to affordance than the ones in other corpora such as Wikipedia.
Semantic Role Labeling
In NLP, semantic roles denote the semantic functions that words have in a given phrase (Carreras and Márquez, 2004) . For example, in the phrase "John looks in the mirror", the words "looks in" (denoted V ) refer to the action being performed. "John" identifies the agent carrying out the action (denoted A0), and "the mirror" is the object (denoted A1) being target of the action.
Semantic role labeling (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002) is the task of assigning semantic roles to words or groups of words in a sentence. A variety of tools exist for this task, with different conventions for the associated roles. As an example, for (Sutherland et al., 2015) , the SE-MAFOR parser (Das et al., 2010) was used to infer human intention in verbal commands to a robot. In the current paper we used the parser in SENNA (Collobert et al., 2011) , which is a software tool distributed with a non-commercial license.
After parsing the corpus using SENNA, phrases with semantic roles A1 and V of size one were selected. Each action V was lemmatized into the basic infinitive form since we were not interested in discriminating temporal or other variants of the verbs.
Finally, all pairs (A1,V ) that appeared at least seven times were used to create data samples <object, action>. This number was found to filter out spurious pairs. A fictional example illustrating possible generated sample pairs <object, action> is shown in Objects and actions are further filtered based on a concreteness value (Kaiser et al., 2014) , that correspond to how close they are to being physical entities rather than abstract ones. To do so, for every sense of every object we navigate the WordNet entity hierarchy and retain that sense only if it is a child node of physical entity. Only objects with a ratio of physical senses above a certain threshold are kept. We apply the same procedure to actions but regarding them as physical if they are child of move, change, create, make.
Dataset
The words in each generated pair <object, action> were converted to wordvectors to provide numeric data to be used in the subsequent experiments. All data was divided into a training set comprising of 734,002 pairs, and a test set comprising 314,572 pairs. Special care was taken to include different objects in training and test data sets. This would allow us to test in a more aggressive way the generalization capabilities of the trained models. The data contained N O = 33,655 distinct object names and N A = 11,923 distinct action names.
Word Embeddings
Word embeddings (Collobert et al., 2011 ) model every word x as a dense vector W x . Words that co-occur often in the corpus have similar associated vectors, and enjoy linear or non-linear properties reflecting semantic or syntactic relationships such as analogies (Drozd et al., 2016) . W king − W man ≈ W queen − W woman (semantic analogy), or W lif t − W lif ted ≈ W drop − W dropped (syntactic analogy). Similarity of words is often measured though cosine distance of the vectors. For a review on analogy tests see (Finley et al., 2017) .
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) and Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) are common approaches to create word embeddings. We trained Word2Vec over YAMC to get embeddings for words that were most specific for our dataset. The selected dimensionality for the wordvectors was 100.
Generative Model
We compare three different models in how good they are in predicting P (A|O) provided the evidence in the data. A Conditional Variational Autoencoder (CVAE) (Doersch, 2016) trained on off-the-shelf GloVe embeddings with dimensionality 200, a CVAE trained on word2vec embeddings fitted on the YAMC dataset, a K-NN model.
Conditional Variational Autoencoder
A CVAE is a trainable generative model that learns a conditional probability distribution P (A|O) while keeping a stochastic latent code in its hidden layers. They can be divided into two coupled layers: an encoder and a decoder. The encoder transforms the input distribution into a certain latent distribution Q φ (z|A, O), while the decoder reconstructs the original vectors from its latent representation z together with the conditioning input o, with output distribution equal to P ϕ (A |z, o) .
The encoder's latent layer is regularized to be close to certain parametric prior Q ϑ (z|O). The lower-bound loss function for the CVAE is:
The first term accounts for how good the autoencoder reconstructs the input given its latent representation. The second term regularizes the hidden latent space to be close to a certain posterior distribution. The factor λ balances how regularization is applied during learning. Starting from zero it is linearly grown up to one as the learning epochs advance. This technique addresses the vanishing latent variable problem and is referred to as KL annealing (Bowman et al., 2016) .
ϕ, φ, ϑ denotes the three disjoint sets of parameters of the components that are simultaneously involved in learning. More specifically, they represent set of weights for the three neural network composing the CVAE. The CVAE was trained using the training set generated as described above, and was implemented using the Keras (Chollet et al., 2015) library for Python.
In order to search for a most direct relationship between objects and actions in wordvectors space, we keep the autoencoder with one hidden layer in both encoder and decoder. Nevertheless, nonlinearity of the output function of the hidden units proved necessary to yield a high accuracy. We set the dropout value for the hidden layers of the autoencoder to 0 (no features are dropped during the training phase), as this setting proved better performance in all of the experiments. 
Nearest Neighbor
Evaluation
By sampling the model, we obtain names of possible actions A. As described above, the sampling follows the estimated conditional probabilities P (A|O). Hence, actions with high probability are generated more frequently than actions with low probability.
Since the CVAE outputs actions in numeric wordvector format, these actions are "rounded" to the closest action word appearing in the dictionary. This is equivalent to a K-NN classification with K = 1. A few examples of the most probable generated actions for CVAE are shown in Table 4 .5.2.
Evaluation of generative models is in general seen as a difficult task (Theis et al., 2015; Hendrycks and Basart, 2017; Kumar et al., 2018) , and one suggestion is that they should be evaluated directly with respect to the intended usage (Theis et al., 2015) . In that spirit we evaluated how often our models produced affordances that were correct in the sense that they exactly matched test data with unseen objects. For a model P k (A|O) we define an accuracy measure as follows:
Algorithm 1 Accuracy computation of a model P k (A|O) if a i ∈ sel il then 9:
x ← x + 1 x is increased when a i is contained in sel il 10: This measure tests how good a model replicates test data, and is meant to be a quantitative evaluation. Two different CVAEs are evaluated, the first with data encoded with GloVe-200 embeddings, the second with word2vec embeddings obtained over YAMC. We evaluated CVAE, K-NN and a baseline model by the described procedure. As baseline model we used a prior P (A|O) = P (A), that is the probability distribution of actions over all objects. For every action a, P (a) = N a /N tot , where N a is the number of times a appeared in the dataset. Accuracy computed on the test set for the different models are presented in Figure 2 . The K-NN model fails to generalize the task: jumping to the closest object and outputting the empirical probability for it yield performances just above zero, also lower to the baseline.
We explain the K-NN performance as being this low due to the fact that similarity of objects (using cosine distance) does not encode similarity of associated actions. Supporting this hypothesis there is also the necessity of having nonlinear layers in the autoencoder in order to achieve high accuracy values. From this consideration we conclude that in word embedding space the mapping object-action is non-linear using the offthe-shelf embedding features.
The two CVAEs performance is higher, reaching a score of 0.35 with the off-the-shelf wordvectors. Additionally, we observed that training word2vec embeddings over the corpus lead to overfitting: performance computed over the test set comprising unseen objects is lower than the performance obtained with general purpose wordvectors.
Conclusions
With the goal of mining knowledge about affordance from corpora, we presented an unsupervised method that extracts object-action pairs from text using Semantic Role Labeling. The extracted pairs were used to train different models predicting P (A|O): two Conditional Variational Autoencoders and one K-NN model. The presented results show that, on unseen objects, a CVAE trained on off-the-shelf wordvectors performs significantly better than the other tested models. Furthermore, we show how the K-NN model fails to generalize on our specific benchmark task, having performance even lower than the baseline model.
Knowledge about affordance, even in simple forms such as a object-action mapping, is relevant for applications such as inference of intent or robot planning. In robotics, planning requires a high amount of specifica-tions inserted in the domain description, usually resulting in most of the decision rules being hand-crafted. With this paper, we present an algorithm allowing the leverage of knowledge about affordance present in corpora, thus allowing for a method of generating of at least a part the domain automatically.
Future work related to this research will be about improving the method by which the object-action pairs are mined, followed by reasearch on how this knowledge can be transformed to be used for robotic planning and intent recognition problems.
